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Abstract:  This paper contributes on flash tool for creating animation of signs of Punjabi Sign Language for learning these signs by both 

impaired and normal people. As we know in earlier time for visualize something, hand drawings were used to create motion of drawings so that 

anyone can easily understand the concept with interactive and interesting way. But now technology is developing at very fast rate and each and 

every day new innovation has been introduced. Animation becomes a part of every field such as education, medical, architecture, forensic and 

entertainment field etc. Now we are able to create computer animation by using Flash tool. Flash tool is the tool which is used for creating 2D 

animation. So here in this paper, introduced the animation tool named flash for animating the signs of Punjabi Sign Language. In this paper also 

examined role of timeline, keyframes, frames and tweening etc. tool to impact the Punjabi Sign Language. These all tools help to promote the 

Punjabi Sign Language and bring awareness and to improve the learning capacity of people. 

 

Index Terms - Punjabi Sign Language, Dictionary, Animation tool, Deaf and Dumb people 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Punjabi Sign Language 

         This language has been used by deaf and dumb people for communication with others. It is based on Signs. People think 

that it is gestural language in which gestures are used but this is a complete sign based language with its own dictionary. It is also 

true that it is not same in whole world means each and every country or region has its own language. So in this paper, focusing 

on Punjabi Sign Language that has been used in region of Punjab in India. But on the other hand, in India the sign language that 

has been used is Indian Sign language. As compare to other region based sign language that has been used in India, Punjabi Sign 

Language is still lack behind from them. There is a need to do more efforts to develop this language. In this paper mainly focus 

on converts static signs into animated form. The reason behind is that deaf and dumb people and normal people can easily learn 

this language. 

 

1.2. Animation 
             Animation means to create motion in still object. There are number of tools based on 2D and 3D based animation. But in 

this paper mainly followed computer based 2D animation. In this medium the output of animation is in flat look means less detail 

as compare to 3D because in 3D we can see the object from all sides.  

 
1.3. Adobe Flash  
           Adobe Flash is the main tool of 2D based computer animation. With the help of this tool all signs can be animated. Flash is 

vector based means there is no pixilation while we resize the object. It creates an interactive output of animation. Second the 

output animation that has come out is not large or we can say heavy in size as compare to 3D. This is the reason mostly flash tool 

has been used for creating animation for mobile apps, for web based work etc. So to create animation many tools of flash has been 

used.  

 

1.3.1 Timeline 

          In timeline the movement of signs has been recorded. In time line everything can be done in layers because this tool is layer 

based. A character has been designed for animate the signs. When a animation has been created that time everything such as arm, 

like arm should be in two different layers and each arm has its own layer, hand movement, head, eyes, body means each part of 

body has its own layer. So timeline plays a pivotal role to create animation. In timeline we apply motion tween for creating 

animation. Here are some other tools used in animation such as 
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Fig.1. Timeline of Flash tool 

1.3.2. Frames 

                 This tool is usually a blank frame .In this no recording of animation has been done. It is just a blank frame.  

 
Fig.2. Frames of Flash tool (showing frame on 1and 30) 

 

1.3.3. Keyframes 

                     These are the main frames of animation. In this portion every recording of animation has been done. When we play 

then it create motion. 

 
Fig.3. Keyframes of Flash tool (showing keyframe on 12and 24) 

 

1.3.4. In-betweens 

                      These are used for smooth animation. If it has been noticed that there is problem or properly animating then in-

betweens have been used to solve the problem. 

 

1.3.5. Motion Tween 

                       This is used for creating animation. When straight ahead rule has been followed for animation then this tool has 

been used for creating animation. This tool has applied on keyframes. 

 

 
Fig.4. Motion Tween in Flash tool 

 

1.3.6. Library 

                  This is one of the most important parts of animation in flash. Here we can save our data for future use. When 

animation of arm, hands etc. are designing then these all have saved in library so that according to requirement, this save data can 

used. In this stage where sound recording of particular word can store to use during the final output of animation of sign along 

with its voice. 

 
Fig.5. Library in Flash tool 
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1.3.7. Work area 

                    This is the main part where the work has been designed, animated then take final output. This is the working area. 

 
 Fig.6. Work area of Flash tool 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Nur Rahmadani, Nurhaeni, in this paper worked on English that there are four skills like listening, speaking, reading, and writing 

and there must be mastered. One of the language skills is writing and it is important for learners to practice their capability and 

their understanding. Most teachers have goal to develop student’s capability. But the main objective of the study was to find out 

the effect of using flash animation. It is based on writing descriptive text of the eighth grade students. This study used quasi 

experimental research. The number of population was 195 students. The sample of this study was class VIII as the experimental 

group, there were 35 students. Class VIII-5 as the control group, there were 32 students. In this study, cluster random sampling. 

The media used in this study was using flash animation as media to writing descriptive text. The treatment namely is using flash 

animation as a media in writing descriptive text was done in three meeting. After the treatment was given, the writer gave post-

test. To analyze the data, the writer used t-test as a way to get different mean between the result of pretest and post-test and to test 

the hypothesis [1]. S D Aji, M N Hudha, C Huda and G Gufran, the purpose of this research is to develop computer-based 

learning media with Adobe Flash Professional CS6 on Newton’s Law of physics subject for senior high school (SMA / MA) class 

X. Type of research applied is Research and Development with ADDIE development model covering 5 stages: Analysis 

(Analysis), Design (Design), Development (Production), Implementation (Implementation) and Evaluation (Evaluation). The 

results of this study were tested toward media experts; media specialists, physics teachers, and students test results with media 

outcomes that are declared very feasible [2]. Weiyin Hong, James Y. L. Thong and Kar Yan Tam , has worked on information of 

the Internet poses that it is a significant challenge on humans’ limited resources. To take attention of online users’ various kinds 

of animation are widely used on websites. Despite the use of animation, there is an inadequate understanding of its effect on 

attention. So focusing on flash animation, this study examines its effects on online users’ performance and perceptions in both 

relevant and irrelevant task related information. In the task-relevant context, flash has applied on the search target; while in the 

task-irrelevant context, flash has applied on a non-target item. The results of this study confirm that flash helps to attract users’ 

attention and facilitates. One explanation is that when users have to use their limited resources on suppressing the distraction of 

flash, they will have less mental resources to process information. Moreover, the results suggest that processing information about 

an item depends not only on the attention it attracts, but also on the attention that other items on the same screen attract. Finally, 

flash has negative effects on users’ focused attention and attitude towards using the website. These results have implications for 

website interface design, online product promotion, online advertising, and multimedia training systems, among others [3]. Li, F. 

N., Yang, L. W., & Chen, C. Y., This paper has proposed to realize interaction technology based on Flash, introduced mechanical 

method with virtual scene, interactive virtual laboratory, open, combined with 3D and 2D. So it can effectively solve the problem 

of inadequate limitations in time and space for students. This paper analyzed the development of virtual experiment at home and 

abroad, by the various studies comparing and virtual reality technology theory and comparison, according to the characteristics of 

Flash mechanical science and technology, developed a set of virtual experiment teaching platform that student will self-

observation, self-assembly of equipment, independent programming connection, 3D simulation and analysis of integrated 

technology. It has visual, interactive, extensible many development advantages [4]. Dr Rachna   Rathore & Nisha Verma, in 

article presented a previous researches related to the research study. Researcher has taken an attempt to review on the research 

journals, books dissertations, thesis and other sources of information related to the problem of investigation. After reviewing the 

related literature the researcher knows about the recommendations of the previous researchers listed in their studies for further 

researches. The overview of the previous researches provides the researcher the background of the problem area. In this process, 

researcher takes an advantage of the knowledge, which has been already accumulated in the past as a result of constant human 

endeavor in the form of researches. Review of the related literature allows the researcher to acquaint her with the current 

knowledge in her area of research. The review of related literature updates the researcher by providing background for 

understanding the latest knowledge on the topic under research [5].Hyunkyu Jun, Sunghyuk Park, Yunsu Kim and Heungchai 

Chung, in this paper worked on technology that technologies have been used vastly in the field of design, testing and 

manufacturing to reduce product development cycle time and costs. Virtual engineering is one of the technologies that consider as 

a key technology to combine the computer-aided technologies and to build combining environment. In this research, developed an 

integrated design environment for the K-AGT(Korea Automated Guideway Transit) as a basic study for building a convergent 

engineering  environment. For this, knowledge from structural analyses results on the body of trailer car was precomputed to 

develop an automatic design module. A driving simulator was developed based on physical test line built in Kyungsan to generate 
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to provide driving environment by this expectation that it provides better understanding to customers on the driving scenery of the 

K-AGT [6]. Romano, J.M. & Kuchenbecker, K.J. worked on in order to display texture through a stylus pen, the final output of 

texture must be rendered on a display [7]. Xin, Y., Bi, X. & Ren, X. worked on in addition, pressure, tilt, and azimuth should be 

considered for natural stylus use behaviour [8]. Badge, L. J., Saunders, F. W. N. & Cann, J. A., in paper mainly focused on 

measurement with education is not easy, especially in large student group. Traditional measurements such as summary statistics 

obtained from assessment based on secondary measures and do not provide much support for educators. The researchers used an 

academic-related student contributions as a proxy for engagement and visualization based tools provide subtle and powerful 

insights into online student peer networks [9]. Kim, TE , in this paper, a system that works on  drawings based on  real-time 

camera input image has proposed. First, there is a task to a subtract background that performed on the camera input image. Then 

next is used skin area detection algorithm to the image that has undergone a background subtraction operation. After applying a 

labeling algorithm to the detected skin region image, a pen is augmented on the position of the hand. In addition, based on the 

obtained coordinates, a hand gesture-dependent drawing is drawn simultaneously on the camera image, in real-time [10]. As 

computers become more pervasive in society, natural human computer interaction will have a positive impact on their use. Hence 

there has been growing interest in the new approaches and technologies for bridging the human computer barrier. The use of hand 

gestures as a natural interface serves as a motivating force for research in gesture taxonomies. It focuses on the three main phases 

of hand gesture recognition such as detection, tracking and recognition. Firstly the hand is detected using skin filtering and palm 

cropping was performed to extract out only the palm portion of the hand. After palm extraction, the features of hand were 

extracted using ant colony optimization technique and finally the input hand gesture is recognized using proper classifier [11]. In 

this paper developed a graphical user interface for HamNoSys by selecting various symbols. The tool is used for avatar animation 

of 200 ISL signs [12]. This paper worked on the HamNoSys of words those are based on ISL signs. It uses the Player app based 

on JA Signing Gesture Mark-up Language (SiGML) for avatar animation of ISL signs with the collection of 100 words [13]. This 

paper worked for the Punjabi language to generate HamNoSys for Punjabi words. It has tested on 235 words using the JA SiGML 

Player app [14]. In this paper worked on video dictionary of ISL using synthetic animation. It converts written or spoken English 

sentences into ISL animation. The system has a dictionary of 1,818 words those are commonly used. It uses HamNoSys and 

SiGML for avatar animation [15]. This paper basically worked on hand gestures and Animation .In this with the help of computer 

they tried to work on that a normal person can communicate with mute person without knowing sign language. In this they also 

followed gesture animation. In this they calculate hand motions from every pose also calculate position of fingers, joints of 

fingers and from different angles of the fingers [16]. In this paper, research work based on real-time hand gesture recognition 

method. For this first step was to know the requirement of specific gesture to do the hand detection by using tracking system. 

After that hand is segregated with motion and color cues then next step is to break the limitation of aspect ratio came across in 

most of learning based hand gesture methods, then this feature detection is merged into gesture recognition. This process is used 

for navigation of image browsing and this experiment shows that this method attains positive output results [17]. This paper 

works on "Flocks of Features," it is a fast tracking method for segmented objects like hands. It integrates attributes of KLT and 

worked on color distribution to facilitate 2D position for tracking. Here we try to illustrate the hand tracking with a non-stationary 

camera in indoor and outdoor environments. The tracker noticed the improvement over a CamShift tracker in which number of 

frames tracked before the target was lost, and noticed that particular test based on fraction of term‘s sequences tracked properly 

[18]. Deny Setiawan had worked on Wayang that it is the cultural heritage in Indonesia, puppets are synonymous with Javanese 

tribes. It has believed that the puppet culture will be lost or even stolen by other countries. So Learning that has information about 

puppets and their history, learning media created later will take the form of animations that display images, types of puppets, 

puppet plays and other information, learning media created using Adobe Flash so the results will be interesting because the 

software has many facilities to produce animations the good one. [19]. 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Punjabi Sign Language  

Punjabi Sign Language is the language of deaf and dumb people. This language follows both single and both hands for 

communication like Indian Sign Language. Using double hand is complex process. In this paper mainly focused on creating 

animation of Signs of Punjabi Sign Language by following dictionary which covers  basic words such as Alphabets (consonants 

and vowels), numbers (1-10) fruits, Vegetables, Animals, Eatable things, Relations, Manners etc. 

 

3.2 Working Process 

As we know that researchers from all over the world are doing researchers on Sign language. But during the study it has found 

that there is a less number of works on Punjabi Sign Language.  People of Punjab even don’t know about this language properly. 

Even there is no proper school to teach this language and lack of infrastructure and faculty to teach this language to students.      

In this paper we are mainly work on creating animation of signs of Punjabi Sign Language by using its dictionary. For this we are 

following animation tool named Adobe Flash. It is 2D based animation tool. This is vector based software. For animation this is 

the option to use this tool. Further in this software for animation, mainly worked on layers, timeline, library, creating symbols of 

sign language and used tweening. The reason to use this tool is that it provides flexibility and good quality output of work and 

user friendly.      

To create the animation of signs, first design the cartoon character based on layers such as layer of arm, head, eyes, hand etc. The 

purpose to work on layers is it becomes easy to handle the character and its animation. From layer it becomes easy to create 

animation of particular part without affecting other body parts.   
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3.3 Output Module 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7. Flow chart of Designing Dictionary 

This following flow chart explains the process to create animation of Punjabi Sign Language. This all process is based on 2D and 

Adobe Flash tool used for creating animation of signs.  

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

To start the work on it, first choose the categories of daily used words by everyone and starts their creating animation by using the 

animation tool. Adobe Flash is one of the software to create animation of signs. This is best option to follow this tool because 

flash work is mostly used in Apps. Flash is supporting to Apps.  

In Flash all signs are animated by following layers, timeline, tweening, keyframes, frames and in -between .As we know this  

software is layer based and it becomes easy to work and handling the multiple tasks at a time without any confusion. So after 

creating animation of the signs, next step is to take output of these in the form of video.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.8. Following figure (a) shows the Sign named “Peas” on first keyframe then in figure (b) in it is on next keyframe. In these 

two keyframes the sign looks different. When we animate the on 24fps then it creates motion. 

Input 

 

Signs of Punjabi Sign 

Language in static form 
Adobe Flash 

 

Animation 

 

Output 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.9. Following figure (a) shows the Sign named “Confidant” on first keyframe then in figure (b) in it is on next keyframe. In 

these two keyframes the sign looks different. When we animate the on 24fps then it creates motion. 

Above these figures (8,9) show that the working process of creating animation of signs by using flash tool with the help of 

keyframes, frames, in-between and motion tween. Here in these figures also put sound of their signs. When these signs final 

output will then it will come with the voice. 

 

V. METHODOLOGY  

With the main objectives keep in mind, the researcher has followed a survey method. The researcher has studied the content and a 

characteristic of 2D based animation tool named is Adobe Flash. In this main objective to take feedback about this tool and its 

working as compare to other tools. Thus the questionnaire has designed to keep this objective in mind.  

5.1. Research Methods  

Study design:  

Survey based on descriptive study carried out feedback (male& Female) of Jalandhar city.  

Sample size:  

With the help of convenient random sampling technique researchers took 120 male and female as the sample size. 

5.2 Data Collection 

 For the purpose of data collection researcher used questionnaire as a tool. 

VI. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

1. Do you think to animation is useful to provide interactive visualization of signs as compare to other tools? 

          

Fig.10. shows that 59% of the people think that animation is useful to provide interactive visualization of signs as compare to other tools. 
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2. Do you think to Flash tool has more options to create animation as compare to others?  

 
Fig.11. shows that 68% people think that Flash tool has more options to create animation as compare to others. 

  

3. Is Flash tool is right choice for animating “Signs” of Punjabi Sign Language? 

           
Fig.12. 54% result shows that Flash tool is right choice for animating “Signs” of Punjabi Sign Language 

 

4. Does Adobe Flash play a proper role to animate the “signs”? 

 

Fig.13. Shows that 57% people think that Adobe Flash play a proper role to animate the “signs”. 

 

5. Do you think that animation help to enhance the Punjabi Sign Language among people?  

 
Fig.14. Indicates that 61% people think that animation helps to enhance the Punjabi Sign Language among people. 

 

6. Do you think that animation help to improve education system of Punjabi Sign Language? 

                    
Fig.15. shows that 63% of the people think that animation help to improve education system of Punjabi Sign Language. 
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7. Do you think to Flash tool provide more flexibility than other tools?  

           
Fig.16. shows that 71% people think that Flash tool provide more flexibility than other tools 

 

8. Does Flash tool a user friendly tool as compare to others? 

                 
Fig.17. 59% result shows that Flash tool a user friendly tool as compare to others 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

After this survey it has proved that animation based work helps to make this language familiar among people and in this ways 

every person can able to learn this language easily. In this paper mainly focus on animation of signs by following dictionary of 

Punjabi Sign Language. In this purposed system animation has been designed of signs of Punjabi Sign Language with its 

interactive visualization so that each and every one easy understands the sign properly. Also animation based work creates 

interactive visualization to make tough thing easy for understanding. Inspite of, in this paper mainly flash tool has been used 

because it provides more flexibility and user friendly software for animators than other tools. No doubt other tools are also good 

but they don’t have much option as compare to flash tool for animation in 2D. So Flash tool is better option to follow for the 

animating the signs than others.  
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